
When you power up the Synthex, it always starts with channel 1.

To change:

channels 1 to 9
  push program 1 (to 9) button,
  push and hold BANK1 button,
  then PANEL button for a while
  and in the end release BANK1

channels 10 to 16
  push program 0 (to 6) button,
  push and hold BANK2 button,
  then PANEL button for a while
  and in the end release BANK2

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
UNISON FUNCION
--------------
Regarding the question about unison and mono function,
I've prepared the following notes to clarify the topic.

Synthex has DCO (digital controlled oscillator)

8 voices and 2 oscillators per voice, for a total of 16 oscillators

For each oscillator:
- a Programmable divider provides to 12 halftone scales.
- Other dividers permit 10 octave range.
- An 8 bit counter with an associated 8 bit DAC create
  the basic waveforms: ramp and triangle

Two 4 MHz master oscillators are used to clock rispectively the
8 oscillators 1 and the 8 oscillators 2.

All the oscillators 1 of 8 voices are clocked by the master
oscillator 1, at 4 MHz nominal frequency.
When frequency modulation from LFO is used, only the master
oscillator is modulated.

The same for oscillator 2.

Since frequencies depend on number assigned to programmable
dividers and, for a given note the number must be the same for
any voice, unison gives no useful sound, only an increase to
output level.

Obviously, for sistems using free oscillators (VCO) the situation
is different.

The following notes should be usefull if you use the Synthex sequencer.

    In DOUBLE mode you can assign each of the 4 sequence lines
    to LOWER or UPPER or both



    At any time (even while sequencer is playing)
    press and hold LOWER key,
    then press for a while one by one the sequency line that you need.

    It is the same for the UPPER key

    and if you want, press UPPER and LOWER simultaneously,
    then press for a while one by one the sequency line that you need.


